
INSTAGRAM STORIES & HIGHLIGHTS



COURSE OUTCOMES

How to create and post a story on Instagram (also applies to
Facebook)

Turn a story into a Highlight to preserve it & create an icon for a
Highlight

Learn about the types of stories you can create (polls, this or that,
photos, videos, BTS, just booked, testimonials, currently
traveling)

Have total clarity on what makes high converting and strong
content for travel advisors who want to engage with their
audiences



real travel advisor work we love



you can do this too!





top of funnel

WHERE YOU TURN STRANGERS INTO EMAIL
SUBSCRIBERS

Events (tradeshows & expos)

Facebook ads

Joint venture partnerships

Advertising



MIDDLE of funnel
YOU SHOW OFF YOUR EXPERTISE UNTIL THEY
ARE READY TO BOOK

Release fresh weekly content about the type of travel
that you want to sell. You can do this as a podcast
episode, video, or article on your website. You should
email your audience a link to that content.

Post 2-3 times per week on social media to remain top
of mind and top of speed dial for your followers. Focus
on converting your followers into email subscribers. 



BOTTOM of funnel

TURN EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS INTO PAYING
CLIENTS

When your preferred suppliers send you amazing deals this
is where you'll share them with your email subscribers (not
on social media).

Because you have been sending awesome content to them
every week you will have built up trust and authority as an
expert so won't look like a random popping out of nowhere
with "travel deal".



welcome

INSTAGRAM STORIES & HIGHLIGHTS FOR
TRAVEL ADVISORS

Before we jump into how we create a story, post it
and then turn it into a highlight, we have to do some
preparation work.

We need to start with learning why stories and
highlights are a good marketing tactic, how they fit in
your bigger marketing plan, and you’ll need to make
a few decisions.



WHAT ARE INSTAGRAM STORIES?

Instagram stories are a slideshow of vertical photos or videos
that disappear 24 hours after they are posted. The photos hold
for up to 7 seconds and the videos for up to 15 seconds on
each slide.

If someone has posted a story you can view it by clicking or
tapping on their profile picture which will be encircled in a
gradient of color indicating they have a story to view. 

When you finished watching all of someone’s stories, the circle
on their profile will fade and turn gray in color.



Explore Page: Stories rarely get featured on the explore page. On
the other hand, reels take the most space, ensuring they are
watched the most.

Editing tools: For stories, you can access filters, different layouts,
and camera effects. While reels give access to more devices such
as Audio editing, AR effects, Alignment of several clips and
pictures, Timer, and Countdown, you can also control your actions'
speed.

Sharing: stories can be shared as a story or be sent to someone's
inbox, but they disappear after 24 hours. Reels can be shared by
almost anyone and do not disappear

STORIES REELS

Time Availability: Instagram stories disappear after 24 hours
unless they are saved in your highlights. While reels stay in your
reels tab and also in the feed.

Length: For stories, a video's maximum length is 15 seconds,
and for a photo/graphic, it is 7 seconds. For reels, the maximum
limit is 15 seconds too.

Hashtags: Hashtags are used to gain more reach on everything
you post. If you add a hashtag to your story, the viewer must tap
to see your story. For reels, when a hashtag is searched, the
reels show up at the top due to the algorithm settings. This
ensures maximum reach.

Reach: Mostly, the people who view stories are the followers of
the account. In the case of reels, people who do not follow can
also view your reels, increasing your reach.

Saves: Stories cannot be saved to view later. Reels can be
saved by the users.



WHY ARE STORIES EFFECTIVE?

The social media management platform partnered with Delmondo, a
social media analytics platform, to analyze more than 15,000 Instagram
stories from 200 of the world’s top brands in one of the largest
Instagram Stories research studies to date.

Accounts that posted a series of 10 stories earned twice as many
median impressions as accounts that didn’t post at all and those
with 20 stories earned five times the number of median
impressions than the non-story posters.

Take one look at the Instagram feed and it’s obvious why that might be
so. Instagram Stories take up additional real estate at the top of the
news feed, giving brands another opportunity to get their content seen. 

The more a brand can maintain its position at the top of the feed and in
it, the more often it will reach its audience.

https://blog.bufferapp.com/instagram-stories-research


BUT DO THEY ACTUALLY WORK FOR BUSINESSES?

YES YES YES! 

More than 70% of Instagram users watch Instagram stories daily. With over 1.3
billion users on the platform, that number is massive. 

A primary reason you should be embracing Instagram stories in 2022 

if you haven’t done so already is that in October 2021, one of the most coveted
Instagram story features, linkable stories, rolled out to all IG users. 

Until then, only verified accounts or accounts with 10K followers could link their
stories. Not anymore! 

Small businesses (like travel advisors) can now add links to their stories
using Instagram link stickers.



STORIES LOOK LIKE ENTERTAINMENT AND I
WANT TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY

If you get easily turned off or irritated by dancing and pointing
to words, punching into the air, and strange lip-syncing that
you see in stories and reels... 

DO NOT WORRY.

You do not have to become a show pony to create highly
engaging and converting stories (or reels). 

You can be you.

You can use photos only, video only. 
You can be off-camera or on camera. 
You can use only your voice or talk directly to the camera. 

As long as what you put out is authentic and professional,
there is no choreography required.

I'M POINTING
AWKWARDLY AT

SOMETHING THAT I
HOPE WILL BE HERE



A c db c

Choose which content pillar
you are going to focus on.

What will your CTA be and
why?

Layout your story and 
post it

Collect your
images/video/links/copy Respond to every comment

PILLAR

CTA POST

CURATE ENGAGE

HIGH LEVEL PROCESS



Decision #1
DECIDE ON YOUR VIBE

Your visual brand (colors, logo, messaging, business name)
How you present yourself (how you speak and show up)
The content you put out (quality of images/video and actual travel
experience)

Your vibe is the look and feel of your brand. It’s the feeling that your
audience will get when they see you. Will they think you’re sassy and fun,
bold and energetic, luxury and sophisticated? You get to decide this by
setting the vibe.

A vibe is set in three ways:
1.
2.
3.

The good news is that 100% of your control. You only need to make a
series of decisions to determine and present your vibe



Decision #2
SET YOUR INTENTIONS

Do you want more likes and comments?
Do you want more followers?
Do you want more email subscribers?
Do you want more website visitors?

What are your goals? And don’t say to make more sales. Because if it was as
easy as story=sales, none of us would be sitting here. We’d be creating up a
story machine in our offices.

What are your goals? 

Here are some of the options you have:

Why is this your goal? Where does this goal lead to?

Open your worksheet and write down your goals.



Decision #3
CHOOSE YOUR PILLAR

One of the destinations or experiences you want to sell (look at your
worksheet)
Highlight a trip you have just been on
Personal moments that show the human side of your brand
Tips or tutorials that help show off your expertise
Show behind the scenes of your business

Just booked
Currently booking
In our office today

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.



Decision #4
CLARIFY YOUR CALL TO ACTION (CTA)

Send me a DM or drop a comment below with a question or for more
information
Click on the link in the bio to get …..
Visit our website to ….. (link in bio)
Request a callback (link in bio)
Learn more about … (link in bio)

All of your work creating stories and getting the attention of your ideal client is
for nothing if you don’t have them do anything after they see your content. 

Here are some ideas for smart CTAs.



CURATE GOAL

CENTRIC CONTENT

Celebrity Cruise Lines
AmaWaterways
Events 365
Orient Express
Scenic Cruises
Monogram

If you had to list 6 suppliers that you would love to sell the most, the
ones that pay you the best commission, take care of your clients the
most, and treat you the best, who would they be?

Open your worksheet and write them down.

Example

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.



Amsterdam, Netherlands
Egypt
Arles, France

Thinking of those same 6 suppliers, list
out 3 destinations/regions that each of
them focuses on. This should give you
a total of 18 destinations.

AmaWaterways



AMSTERDAM EGYPT ARLES

Visit the Anne Frank House, 
See the tulip market, and 
Take a canal boat ride.

1.
2.
3.

Cruise down the Nile River, 
Visit the pyramids, and
Stroll the Egyptian Museum.

1.
2.
3.

Enjoy a stroll through the streets once
walked and painted by Van Gogh, 
Take in the amphitheater and architecture,
and 
Lunch and shopping for local handicrafts.

1.

2.

3.

01 0302

Now think of 3 activities that you can do or experiences that you can have at each destination.



STORIES SHOULD TELL STORIES

 A photo/video of the front of the hotel with the sign
 A video walking into the lobby (it’s the most welcoming part of the hotel)
 A few short videos panning around the grounds of the hotel
 A few photos of the decor of the hotel amenities and guest areas
 A video of you explaining who the hotel is best suited for and the most impressive features and benefits of
the property
 If you have a nice room, a few photos of that
 Finish on a money shot - a video of a stunning view at the hotel - beach, pool, or view and include your
CTA!

Remember that your story is exactly that - it’s a story and should flow from a beginning to middle, to an
end.

If you’re going to share a story about a hotel you’re staying visiting or staying at, you might want to feature the
following content in this order:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

You can see here that this is an actual story.



PLANNING YOUR STORIES

ALLOWS YOU TO PLAN YOUR

SHOT LIST

As you can can from the previous “shot list” of the hotel/resort story, if you were take that list to every hotel, resort or ship that you went to, you’d
get pretty fast and comfortable at knowing what to photograph and video in order to put together your stories later on.

In fact, can you imagine having this type of plan for your tours, meals, flights, and events? All of a sudden you’ve transformed from “what do I
post?... to….I have a shot list for every story and every experience”.

And that’s how you create marketing materials that inspire people and create conversion.



MUSIC

Music is a powerful tool to build community. Instagram wants to encourage
musical expression on its platform while also ensuring that it upholds its
agreements with rights holders. 

Based on these agreements, which are designed to protect artists,
songwriters, and their works, many accounts have access to their licensed
music library, but certain business accounts or types of posts do not. 

This is because their agreements with rights holders are intended to enable
personal, non-commercial uses of music. 

For those accounts that do not have access to their licensed music library,
they have provided them with access to Facebook’s Sound Collection.

Sound Collection provides access to over 9,000 songs and sounds that are
entirely royalty-free and safe to use in Reels and Instagram Stories,
including for commercial purposes (such as an ad). 

You can find this music library by swiping up and selecting the music sticker
in Stories or tapping the audio icon in the Reels camera.



WHEN TO POST

If your audience is most likely to be on social
media on the weekends, you’re best to post
your story on Friday or Saturday so that it
runs through the weekend, rather than mid
week.

It’s important to remember that stories only live
on your profile for 24 hours (unless you turn
them into ads or highlights).
To make sure that you maximize your reach,
views and engagement, you need to post at the
best time of week for your audience.



stories that drive

engagement



Here’s where the “Add Link” sticker we discussed earlier already comes
into action. 

If you have a gallery of images in either a Facebook album or on your
website you can feature a few images on your story and send your
audience via link to either of those places. 

Your website is preferred as it’s a better place to land and turn them into
email subscribers. 

Pro tip – We suggest having this as a weekly roundup with a unique
design so your followers can anticipate it in advance.

Destination of the week

from a real travel advisor



Experience of the week
Exactly the same strategy as above but this time you’ll focus on an
experience rather than the destination. This is clever because it might be
an experience that you can have in multiple destinations around the
world. 

For example a hot air balloon
ride - stunning over the Nile
Valley in Egypt, in Cappodoccia
Turkey, and also the Yarra Valley
in Melbourne Australia.



Introduce Your Team
Consumers are looking for companies they can feel a connection.
Instagram stories are a perfect setting for building that relationship.
If you are the only person on your team - that’s OK - feature
yourself. 

It’s a great way for your audience to get to know you. If you have
other travel advisors in your business - feature them, and of course,
don’t forget to showcase any behind-the-scenes team members.
Even if they aren’t in contact with your clients and full-time workers,
it helps to show the faces of your businesses. 

from a real travel advisor



Tease Your Latest Blog Post or
podcast episode
Discoverability for blog posts is at an all-time low, as most users
now prefer to browse their social media feeds to learn more about
the brands they follow instead of hitting that resource or blog button
on your website. But that doesn’t mean that they don’t want to read
what you have to say. 

Make a habit of showcasing your latest and greatest long-form
content by creating a short teaser for your top reads. The perfect
online real estate for that? You guessed it—Instagram stories. 

Pro tip: create a 15-second video teasing the highlights of your
blog post for even more attention. Don’t forget to add the new
link sticker to transition users from your story to your blog in
an instant.



Run a Poll
An Instagram poll is a great way to engage users and
hear what they think. 

Instagram provides default answers of “yes” or “no,” but
these polls are customizable with entries up to 22
characters. 

In short, it gives users two options to choose from.



Get Audiences Pumped with a
Countdown
Want to know the perfect way to instill excitement about a product
launch, or big announcement? Perhaps it’s tickets to a maiden
voyage of a new ship or maybe a big event that travelers are
looking forward to? Use countdown stickers! Instagram allows
you to set a reminder for any day and time (up to one year in the
future) so your viewers can be notified. If you combine this feature
with other action stickers (like the previously mentioned links),
you can drive your signups, sales, and more.

Once your countdown event goes live, your followers can
subscribe to it, which will send them a reminder when the time is
up and your countdown is complete!



Open Up Your Story for
Questions
Show you care by adding an “ask me a question” sticker to your
story and inviting your followers to ask you anything about your
business or industry. This is a great way to understand what isn’t
clear to your followers and learn what they’re curious about. It’s
the perfect opportunity to show off your expertise when you
answer questions and it shows your audience that you are
thoughtful and willing to take the time to listen and answer
questions.



Have a Tuesday Travel
Trivia Game
Instagram story games are a huge driver of user engagement,
and trivia is one that everyone loves to play. Weekly quizzes are
a great way to invite followers to share their opinions and
knowledge about who you are and what you mean to them. It’s
also an excellent way to encourage engagement around your
field of expertise. When viewers get used to this kind of content,
they’ll be looking forward to it



Ask a question related to your business or one of your products
and invite your followers to slide to decide what they think. 

Ask your followers a question and then add a sliding scale with an
emoji for them to answer. They have to slide the emoji to where
they best think it fits, and you have your answer. If they slide all
the way to the right, it means they absolutely agree!

Your audience will also see the average response, which will
instill a sense of community among your customers. It’s also a
cute Instagram story idea to boost engagement but isn’t pushing
any sales. 

Use Emoji Slider Stickers



Share User-Generated
Content
Sharing user-generated content on your Instagram stories is a
great way to motivate audiences to engage with your brand.

Sharing user-generated content is a win-win situation; you’re
showcasing your services in action, and your clients get the
chance to feel unique and meaningful because they are getting
highlighted on YOUR Instagram page!  

The best way to do this for travel advisors is to feature your
clients while traveling (like this example).

from a real travel advisor



Tease a New Product
This is a fantastic way to show off hotels, resorts, and ships as
well as overland tour itineraries. Simply share a few photos and
videos of the features and benefits that your clients would
experience (not mentioning the supplier or property name) - so
you might say “Introducing this incredibly breathtaking new 5-star
all-inclusive resort now open in Tulum, Mexico. Here’s what you
can expect on your vacation there”…. <insert photos and
videos>... end with CTA.

Just be sure that the products you promote are in direct alignment
with what you are trying to sell (those preferred suppliers with the
best commission rates).

newnewnew
resortresortresort

RIVIERA MAYA



highlights

testimonials
destinations
experiences
your niche in images or video
about you and your team
benefits of booking with a travel advisor
upcoming group trips
podcast episodes

Highlights are the round circles that appear under your bio on
your Instagram profile. 

You can categorize your content here and save your stories.
Covers (icon design) can be made in Canva.

Ideas for highlights:



BREAKOUT TIME

Don't be shy!

Take some time to finish out your
worksheets. Your group is there to
bounce ideas off or ask questions.



HOW TO
CREATE AN
INSTAGRAM

STORY

It feels counterintuitive we know, but put your phone down and pick up a pen and paper.
Make your 4 decisions first. Then list out the images, video, and text you'll need as well as
any links or emojis. 

Now, you're ready to pick up your phone.



PDF STEP-BY-STEP
For your convenience, we have put together a set

of instructions showing you screen by screen what
to do on your mobile phone on Instagram. When

you post your story from Instagram you will be
given the option to let it post on Facebook at the

same time (providing that your account is synced
in the settings menu).

 
Should Instagram change its screen layout or

instructions over time, you'll always be able to find
the latest version in their support manual which

you can access via our help page at
travelmarketingandmedia.com/help. 

DOWNLOAD PDF GUIDE



A QUICK REMINDER ABOUT POSTING
ON INSTAGRAM

Posting on social media is a middle of funnel tactic.
This means that its primary purpose is to convert
your followers into email subscribers and keep them
top of mind and top of speed dial. 

If you have an expectation that posting you can post
and make sales, you will fall short. 

You only need to post 3 quality content to your reel 3
times per week, stories and highlights a few times per
week but it must be quality. 

Above all, you must engage and be authentic. Your
content must be in alignment with your sales goals
and also brand.



thank you!
SANDRA MCLEMORE


